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KENW BROADCAST CENTER- ISSUES AND PROGRAMS LIST 

 
PURPOSE:      On this form, summarize a list of several issues which confront the community in 
  which your station is licensed. With each, summarize the program you ran to  
                         address that issue. See 73.3526 (a) (9) or 73.3527 (a) (7). 
 
Station: KENW-TV Date:01/10/2020 
 (RETAIN FOR SEVEN YEARS FROM ABOVE DATE) 
DURING THE PAST QUARTER, THE ISSUES SHOWN BELOW HAVE BEEN SIGNIFICANT TO OUR 
COMMUNITY. WE RAN THE PROGRAMS INDICATED TO ADDRESS THEM. 

QUARTER: Fourth YEAR: 2019 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

ISSUE: The need for medical expertise and advice for rural medical services in New Mexico. 
We ran the following program to address it (Title): “You Should Know” 

Date:  10/15/19 and 10/17/19 Time of Day:  9:00 pm and 8;30 
PM                                    

Duration: 26:42 

TYPE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM (Format, participants, content, etc.):  Talk: Interview Dr. Joanna 
Katzman, From UNM Medical School about Project ECHO. Project ECHO specializes in moving medical 
knowledge to address the needs of the most vulnerable populations by equipping rural communities with the 
right knowledge, at the right time. We also talked about grants from the USDA to help purchase equipment 
necessary for communities to participate. 
  

ISSUE:  Meeting housing needs in rural New Mexico 
We ran the following program to address it (Title): “You Should Know” 

Date: 11/12/19 and 11/14/19            Time of Day: 9:00 pm and 8:30 
pm                                      

Duration: 26:15 

TYPE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM (Format, participants, content, etc.): Talk: Interview the Director 
of USDA Rural development, for the state of New Mexico concerning guaranteed loans and grants to help 
people of this state build or purchase homes in towns or cities with a population of 15000 or less. 

ISSUE: Industrial Hemp, Hatch Chile Festival, Census Interview  
We ran the following program to address it (Title): “Cultura” 

Date:               09/15/2019           Time of Day:       12:00 pm          Duration: 28 Minutes 
TYPE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM (Format, participants, content, etc.): Cultura explores Industrial 
Hemp in New Mexico. Goes to the Hatch Chile Festival. Carla Benavidez, host of Cultura, interviews Sergio 
Martinez from the US Census Bureau.  

ISSUE: College Daze Rodeo 50th Anniversary & ENMU Trio Services 
We ran the following program to address it (Title): “Cultura” 

Date:        10/13/19                     Time of Day:      12:00 pm           Duration: 28 Minutes 
TYPE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM (Format, participants, content, etc.): Cultura highlights the 50th 
anniversary of the ENMU Championship Rodeo Team. Carla interviews two members of the ENMU Trio 
Student Support Services. 
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Report from Santa Fe 
with Lorene Mills  
4th Quarter 2019 

 
Weekly 30-minute program videotaped at the  

New Mexico State Capitol Building in Santa Fe. 
 
10/05/19 Jeff Witte, the cabinet secretary for the New Mexico Department of Agriculture and the 

director of the New Mexico Department of Agriculture explains what his department does 
and why he wears two hats.  He discusses the importance of agriculture to the economy of 
New Mexico and how our state compares with others around the country and relates to the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA).   

 
10/12/19 Stephen Hull, the new director of the University of New Mexico Press, discusses the mission 

driven purposes of his organization and the fact that the UNM Press is now celebrating its 
90th anniversary. The Director outlined the missions of his organization; one being to 
advance the boundaries of scholarship which is an important work used by scholars, 
researchers, teachers, all over the world.  He explained that the UNM Press has a fine and 
long history of publishing important books in archeology and anthropology, Native American 

ISSUE: New Mexico True & Taco Box 
We ran the following program to address it (Title): “Cultura” 
Date:                11/24/19               Time of Day:     12:00 pm            Duration: 28 Minutes 
TYPE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM (Format, participants, content, etc.): Cultura examines the New 
Mexico True ad campaign through two businesses. Carla interviews Tom Martin, owner of Taco Box about 
celebrating 50 years of business.  

ISSUE: State Lawmakers Propose Tax Reform 
We ran the following program to address it (Title): “News 3 New Mexico” 

Date:               10/23/19 Time of Day:       5:06                 Duration: 44 Seconds 
Anchor Ryan Schroeder reports on the Republican Minority crafting a proposal that would return 
some of the state’s budget surplus to taxpayers, rather than spend it on government programs and 
services.  

ISSUE:  New Mexico State officials want to spend additional 8 Million Dollars to ensure Residents are 
not left out of the 2020 Census. 

We ran the following program to address it (Title): “News 3 New Mexico” 

Date:       11/13/19                        Time of Day:          5:01              Duration:  51 Seconds 
Anchor Landry Widner reports that state finance and workforce officials still fear an undercount that 
could reduce federal spending in New Mexico by hundreds of millions of dollars.  

ISSUE:  New Mexico State Government income for New Mexico Exceeds Expectations 

We ran the following program to address it (Title): “News 3 New Mexico” 
Date:        12/04/19 Time of Day:      5:04                 Duration: 45 Seconds 
Anchor Landry Widner reports that a financial windfall is provided to the state government due to 
record breaking oil production, related construction, and job growth. 
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studies, Indigenous Studies, Chicana/Chicano Studies, and U. S. Western History. With the 
biggest press in the state, a co-equal mission of the Press is to publish books, for and about 
New Mexico, including poetry, wonderful fiction, and photography. 

 
10/19/19 Terry Tempest Williams, award-winning author of the new book Erosion: Essays of Undoing, 

has a wide-ranging discussion about life and the world around us.  She is the author of 
numerous books including The Hour of Land: A Personal Topography of America’s National 
Parks, which is a compilation of the history of some of our national parks and came out 
during the centennial celebration of our National Parks system.  Some of her other books 
include When Women Were Birds and Finding Beauty in a Broken World.   

 
10/26/19 Anna Merlan speaks with Lorene about people and their individual missions. Ms. Merlan is 

the author of the book Republic of Lies, American Conspiracy Theorists and Their Surprising 
Rise to Power. She discusses the history of conspiracy theory and theorists in America and 
why they are rising in influence and power now. 

 
11/2/19 Doug Preston, an author published in the New York Times and the Wall Street Journal, has 

written with his co-author, Lincoln Child, 28 books.  In addition, he has written more than 
seven on his own.  A documentary has just come out based on his novel The Lost City of 
the Monkey God.  Doug also investigated and became deeply involved in a real-life murder 
case in Italy and documented it the non-fiction book titled The Monster of Florence. 

 
11/9/19 Jeremy Farris, the new executive director for the New Mexico Ethics Commission, and 

former Governor Garrey Carruthers discuss how the new commission came about. They 
explained that finally enough legislators got together to make such a commission in an 
amendment to the constitution that had to be voted on by the people.  It passed by 65 
percent to 35 percent of the vote.  The two guests discuss where we go from here with the 
Ethics Commission. 

 
11/16/19 Jack Loeffler is the author of a memoir entitled Headed into the Wind.  He also edited a book 

titled Voices of Counterculture in the Southwest which was also an exhibit at the History 
Museum. In addition to talking about his books, Jack discussed his work with the 
counterculture in the Southwest.  He is the recipient of numerous awards and honors, 
including the Governor’s Award for Excellence in the Arts (for his decades long efforts to 
preserve and promote the music and culture of Northern New Mexico); a master artist in 
Ethnomusicology; a recipient of the Hewett Award for Outstanding Public Service by the 
New Mexico Historical Society; the Stewart Udall Conservation Award; and he was voted a 
Santa Fe Living Treasure. 

 
11/23/19 Dana Priest, author and journalist, joins Lorene to discuss her career as a 30-year writer for 

the Washington Post where she won two Pulitzer Prizes; one for Beat Reporting the black 
site prisons, and the other was a Pulitzer for Public Service about the wounded vets at 
Walter Reed Hospital.  She has written several books including Top Secret America and The 
Mission Waging War and Keeping Peace with the American Military. She was in Santa Fe 
for a conference called “Journalism Under Fire.”  The conference was hosted by the Santa 
Fe Council of International Relations and the theme was “How does Technology Shape the 
Truth?”   

  
11/30/19 Elizabeth Hoover is an anthropologist and professor at Brown University.  She was in Santa 

Fe courtesy of the School of Advanced Research where she gave an address called “From 
Garden Warriors to Good Seeds: Indigenizing the Local Food Movement.”  Dr. Hoover is 
also author of The River Is in Us: Fighting Toxics in a Mohawk Community.  Her work has 
been on environmental and medical anthropology as it applies to Native American 
communities that are responding to environmental contamination and the health issues 
involved.   
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12/07/19 Temple Grandin participates with Lorene in her fourth interview here in New Mexico, dating 
back to 2008.  She is a doctor of animal science at Colorado State University and a 
consultant to the livestock industry about animal behavior.  In addition, Ms. Grandin is an 
autism activist and an inventor.  She is an author of many books, to name a few: The 
Autistic Brain, Thinking in Pictures, and My Life with Autism which is an intriguing study of 
how different minds think in different ways.  Her animal books include: Animals in 
Translation, and Animals Make us Human. Her new book is called Calling All Minds, How to 
Think and Create Like an Inventor.  

 
12/14/19 Wavy Gravy was in Santa Fe as a part of the History Museum’s “Voices of Counterculture in 

New Mexico and the Southwest” exhibit.  He is an American entertainer and activist for 
peace, best known for his hippie appearance, personality and countercultural beliefs. His 
unique name was given to him by B.B. King at the Texas International Pop Festival in 1969. 
He was born Hugh Nanton Romney in Princeton, New Jersey, where he says his claim to 
fame was that when he was five, his mother put him in the yard for his morning airing, and 
who should come by but Albert Einstein, who said “Can I take this child for a walk around 
the block?”  He was only five but his mother said yes and he got to go around the block with 
Einstein.  When asked what Einstein said to him, all that he remembered was that Einstein 
had a twinkle in his eye, a sweatshirt with no logo, and a peculiar odor. He still remembers 
that odor and occasionally will walk up to someone and say, “Hey man, you smell like Albert 
Einstein.”   

 
12/21/19 Congresswoman Deb Haaland is an enrolled member of Laguna Pueblo, located about 40 

miles west of Albuquerque.  She was also the former state party chair of the Democratic 
Party of New Mexico and administrator of the Pueblo of San Felipe. She was elected to 
serve in the 116th Congress which has a historic number of women.  In fact, she says it is 
the most diverse Congress in our country’s history. The Congresswoman talked with Lorene 
about both national and statewide projects that she is working on.   

 
12/28/19 Janet Napolitano, Pt. 1, talks with Lorene about growing up in New Mexico and her 

experiences as first woman Attorney General of Arizona, first elected woman Governor of 
Arizona, Cabinet Secretary of Homeland Security with President Obama, and now as 
President of the entire University of California system. Ms. Napolitano has recently written a 
book titled How Safe Are We? Homeland Security Since 9/11.   

 
 

Creative Living  
4th Quarter 2019 

 
 
 
 

7805                                                                                                                              
                           10-2-19 

 Interior designer, Kim Bailey knows that opposite personalities attract but when 
you’re trying to design a home together, conflict can often arise.  She will share 
some tips on ways to create a beautiful home that both parties can enjoy and 
love.  Bailey is President of Kim Bailey Interiors, LLC. 

 Laura Murray is a quilter, author and designer, and her business is Laura Murray 
Designs.  She’s going to demonstrate how to use Paintstiks to embellish a variety of 
ready-made garments. 

7806                                                                                                                                    
              10-9-19 
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 Cutaway applique is a technique that makes it easier to stitch shapes that are 
narrow, are very small, have multiple points or would be hard to handle if cut out in 
the normal way.  Designer, author and teacher, Becky Goldsmith will demonstrate 
how to do this technique.  Her business is Piece O’ Cake. 

 Author and manifesting coach, Tonja Waring says that the reason most people 
don’t have what they want is because they haven’t been taught to ask for help and 
the reason they don’t ask is because they don’t know what they want.  She’ll explain 
what she means by this. 

 Decorator Cassidy Self will demonstrate how to collage a wall.  She suggests 
starting with a theme, then working from one lower edge to the opposite side.  She’ll 
share some tips and techniques to hang accessories that will also make decorating 
easier.  She is the manager of Ashley Furniture HomeStore. 

 
7807                                                                                                                                    

                       10-16-19 
 Erica Plank is a designer and owner of Unseen Hands.  She’s going to demonstrate 

how to use oil-ink based pencils to color quilt fabric.  She’ll show the difference it 
makes if used on white versus ivory fabric.   

 Why do most people find it hard to create a monthly budget?  Budget counselor, 
coach and author, Judy Lawrence suggests planning ahead to make the process 
easier.  She calls this the “Windshield” approach versus using the “Rear View Mirror-
Only” approach of only tracking expenses.   

 Toufic Khayrallah or T.K. is going to demonstrate how the Sirena vacuum system 
works to collect pet hair, allergens, dust and debris from carpet, upholstery and 
floors.  This is especially important for those who suffer from various allergies.  He is 
the CEO of Sirena, Inc. 

 
7808                                                                                                                                    

                      10-23-19  
 John Vollertsen, also known as Chef Johnny Vee, is going to demonstrate how to 

make a flatbread and explain good kneading skills and grilling tips.  He is the owner 
of Las Cosas Cooking School and this is just one of many classes he teaches. 

 Interior designers and business owners Katie Schroder and Erika Rundiks will talk 
about how to create a space with pattern, especially using layers with 
patterns.  They will demonstrate using different scales of patterns, such as stripes, 
organic and geometric shapes.  Their business is Atelier Interior Design. 

 
7809                                                                                                                                    

                     10-30-19  
 Are you more concerned with what others think?  Do mistakes equal failure or the 

risk of rejection?  Do you have a constant need for status or worth to maintain 
attachment or belonging?  If you answered yes to any of these questions, you can 
see what perfectionism looks like.  Author, Jane Bluestein, PhD, will discuss these 
and other traits to watch out for.  Her business is Instructional Support Services, Inc. 

 If entering your home makes you sigh and you just don’t know what to do to remedy 
the situation, it may be time to talk to a professional decorator.  Latriece Brooks will 
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talk about how to rethink your space and your furniture plan, and then discuss 
accessorizing, rehanging artwork, and paying attention to texture and pattern.  Her 
business is Brooks Interiors. 

7810                                                                                                                                    
                        11-6-19  

 Susan Legits, independent demonstrator with Stampin’ Up, will demonstrate how to 
make ten cards in ten minutes using some basic stamping techniques and various 
craft supplies to transform the cards so that they are all different.   

 After discovering how the lack of credible and easy-to-understand health information 
could negatively affect lives, Joy Stephenson-Laws decided to do something about 
it.  She discovered the importance of nutritional testing.  Her book is titled 
“Minerals:  The Forgotten Nutrient.” 

 Marjolaine Walker is the owner and designer for Twelve Stones Scrapbooking. She’s going 
to show how to decorate a monthly calendar page with stickers and scrapbooking supplies. 
She’ll also show how to make a dashboard with an inspirational message.  
 

7811                                                                                                                                    
                      11-13-19  

 Author and speaker, Gary Barnes will explain how to create a GET statement and 
how that can help you create a vision. Unless you turn dreams into goals, you have 
no power.  His latest book is titled “The Power of GET Statements,” and his business 
is Gary Barnes International.   

 Cookbook author, chef and teacher, John Vollertsen (known as Chef Johnny Vee) 
is going to demonstrate how to substitute gluten-free flours in cooking and baking to 
give those following a gluten-free diet new idea for delicious recipes.  He’s the owner 
of Las Cosas Cooking School.   

 
7812                                                                                                                                    

                       11-20-19  
 Mood boards are a collection of inspirational images, colors and materials in a 

certain style or concept.  Interior designer, Lee Brown says that mood boards are 
useful if you are working on just one room or remodeling your whole house and 
she’ll explain how this works.  She is the director of Willow College. 

 Marci Baker is a quilter and author, and she’s taught many people how to 
quilt.  She’ll talk about why we quilt, explain how each quilt tells a story and that 
most are not perfect.  So, if anyone has tried to quilt in the past and been 
disappointed, Baker says “Yes, You Can Quilt!” and with her tips, you can.  Baker’s 
company is Alicia’s Attic, Inc. 

 Nancy Siler, formerly with Wilton Brands, is going to show lots of fun projects to 
make using candy melts.  She’ll talk about how to dip store bought cookies, as well 
as homemade cookies, how to dip and decorate pretzels, rice cereal treats and even 
spoons! 

 
7813                                                                                                                                    

                       11-27-19  
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 Gailen Runge is the Creative Director with C & T Publishing, and she’s going to 
explain what Kraft-tex is, how to use it to make bags, accessories, home decor items 
as well as scrapbooking and cardmaking.  There are three styles of Kraft-tex now 
available and she’ll show samples of each one.   

 How about facing a different direction?  Seamstress and owner of All Dunn Designs, 
Patty Dunn will share inspiration and step-by-step instructions on how to use 
facings as an outside accent in a garment.  She’ll show how to make the pattern 
adjustments as well as how to make your own designer facing. 

 Designer, Ann Butler will show how easy it is to make paper piece quilt designs 
using a lightbox.  The lightbox makes it easy to see the lines and to make sure the 
seam allowance is completely covered.  You can also make sure you have the right 
size fabric for each shape you are covering.  She is the spokesperson for Artograph. 

 
7814                                                                                                                                    

                         12-4-19 
 Interior designer, Kim Bailey will share some ideas for small improvements that can 

make a big difference when you remodel your home. She says these will also make 
your house feel more like a home.  Bailey is President of Kim Bailey Interiors, LLC. 

 Cookbook author, chef and teacher, John Vollertsen (known as Chef Johnny Vee) 
is going to demonstrate three recipes from the much beloved and traditional dishes 
of New Mexico.  He’s the owner of Las Cosas Cooking School and this remains one 
of his most popular classes.   
 

7815                                                                                                                                    
                       12-11-19  

 Gailen Runge is the Creative Director for C & T Publishing, and she’s going to show 
how easy applique can be. The secret is the lightweight sew-in interfacing and 
fusible web that is used.  Emojis are all the rage right now and you’ll enjoy seeing 
ways to incorporate them in your sewing and home decorating projects.  Her new 
book is titled “Sew Emojis.”   

 Writing coach and author, Annalisa Parent is going to show how some simple 
neuroscience-based exercises can help enhance creativity.  Parent’s book is titled 
“Storytelling for Pantsers” and she helps non-outliners work through the writing and 
revision process with ease.  Her company is Date with the Muse, LLC. 

 Registered dietitian and nutritionist, Sarah Ryan explains that milk offers great 
nutrition, is a healthy meal addition and provides more nutrition than many of the 
power drinks on the market.  While all beverages hydrate, milk provides important 
nutrients your body needs. She represents DairyMAX. 

 
7816                                                                                                                                    

                       12-18-19 
 Becky Johnson, Beckyhomecky’s LifeUNITS, will discuss why the Mediterranean 

diet promotes such a low incidence of heart disease and offers such a high life-
expectancy rate.  She will demonstrate several recipes from the Greek diet. 

 Natalie Bovis, owner of The Liquid Muse will demonstrate some fun non-alcoholic 
drinks for baby showers and other occasions.  Bovis will also share some home 
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entertaining tips for syrups, juices, glassware as well as how to plan a fabulous baby 
shower.   

 Lisa Rojas is going to demonstrate how to use Colorbox ink pads to turn old linens 
into something new, as well as using ink to dye lace and other fabrics.  Her company 
is Stampin’ Queen Creations and she is co-owner of Bella Crafts Publishing. 

 
7817                                                                                                                                    

                    12-25-19 
 Dorinda Fox is the President of Inner Peace Movement Int’l., and she believes 

intuition is a direct experience of life.  She’ll talk about how intuition is expressed and 
how it gives us clues, impressions, sensations, ideas, warnings and indicators of 
what’s coming to us. She’ll explain what all this means. 

 Artist and author Jo Schwartz will discuss her newly released book as she talks 
about pyrography, which meals writing with fire. Her wood burning art will be 
demonstrated by replicating real people, and she says you do not have to be an 
“artist” to burn.   
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